
Transformational Life Coaching & EFT Tapping Package

Release, refresh,
re-create your life 

B R A N D  N E W  P A C K A G E



Get unstuck and let go of your past. 
Envision & recreate the life you desire.
Gain clarity of what’s serving you and
what’s not.
 Quiet your critical inner voice.
Stop self-sabotage. 
Get confident.

 
Release your blocks to get confident, start living
a fulfilling life abroad and recreate your purpose 



CONFUSION —> GET CLARITY
Take an honest life audit. 

 Get clarity on what's not working for you. 
 Understand what needs your immediate attention.

 
LIMITED MINDSET —> REWIRED POWER 

Understand which beliefs are stopping you from unlocking your potential.
Rewire your beliefs from self-sabotaging into a growth mindset. 

Rewire your beliefs with effective emotional tools & EFT sessions. 
 

OLD HABITS —> LETTING GO & RESETTING
Identify the behavioral patterns you’re holding onto that keep you stuck. 

Let go of your old wounds and behavioral patterns through intensive coaching
and powerful personalized EFT sessions. 

 
EMOTIONAL BLOCKS —> TARGETED RESOLUTION

Resolve your fears and beliefs that keep you from moving forward via
clarifying and intention-setting life coaching sessions. 

Clear targeted emotional blocks that need immediate attention, uncovered in
previous sessions. 

 
NEGATIVE SELF-TALK—> CREATE SELF COMPASSION

Identify the negative voice inside that criticizes you or your body. 
 Get rid of negative self-talk and develop self-love and self-confidence. 

Start the journey of self-love & compassion with EFT. 
 

RE-CREATE —> LIFE’s VISION 
Begin to create or re-create your life to align & start manifesting with your

ideal version of yourself in your current reality. 
Envision & build a life you WANT to look & feel like. 

Re-create your ideal life with powerful exercises & personalized tools to help
make it happen for you. 



ONFUSION —> GET CLARITY
Take an honest life audit. 

 Get clarity on what's not working for you. 
 Understand what needs your immediate attention.

 
LIMITED MINDSET —> REWIRED POWER 

Understand which beliefs are stopping you from unlocking your potential.
Rewire your beliefs from self-sabotaging into a growth mindset. 

Rewire your beliefs with effective emotional tools & EFT sessions. 
 

OLD HABITS —> LETTING GO & RESETTING
Identify the behavioral patterns you’re holding onto that keep you stuck. 

Let go of your old wounds and behavioral patterns through intensive coaching
and powerful personalized EFT sessions. 

EMOTIONAL BLOCKS —> TARGETED 
Resolve your fears and beliefs that keep you from moving forward via

clarifying and intention-settins. 
 

NEGATIVE SELF-TALK—> CREATE SELF COMPASSION
Identify the negative voice inside that criticizes you or your body. 

 Get rid of negative self-talk and develop self-love and self-confidence. 
Start the journey of self-love & compassion with EFT. 

 
RE-CREATE —> LIFE’s VISION 

Begin to create or re-create your life to align & start manifesting with your
ideal version of yourself in your current reality. 

Envision & build a life you WANT to look & feel like. 
Re-create your ideal life with powerful exercises & personalized tools to help

make it happen for you. 

What you get in the package
 

6 Intensive, 90 mins personalized 1:1 sessions
 

Powerful tools & techniques to help you recreate your life
 

Next level accountability from a trained transformational coach
 

Exclusive bonuses to push you into your empowerment journey

 
“You're always one decision away from a totally different life.”

- Mark Batterson



ONFUSION —> GET CLARITY
Take an honest life audit. 

 Get clarity on what's not working for you. 
 Understand what needs your immediate attention.

 
LIMITED MINDSET —> REWIRED POWER 

Understand which beliefs are stopping you from unlocking your potential.
Rewire your beliefs from self-sabotaging into a growth mindset. 

Rewire your beliefs with effective emotional tools & EFT sessions. 
 

OLD HABITS —> LETTING GO & RESETTING
Identify the behavioral patterns you’re holding onto that keep you stuck. 

Let go of your old wounds and behavioral patterns through intensive coaching
and powerful personalized EFT sessions. 

EMOTIONAL BLOCKS —> TARGETED 
Resolve your fears and beliefs that keep you from moving forward via

clarifying and intention-settins. 
 

NEGATIVE SELF-TALK—> CREATE SELF COMPASSION
Identify the negative voice inside that criticizes you or your body. 

 Get rid of negative self-talk and develop self-love and self-confidence. 
Start the journey of self-love & compassion with EFT. 

 
RE-CREATE —> LIFE’s VISION 

Begin to create or re-create your life to align & start manifesting with your
ideal version of yourself in your current reality. 

Envision & build a life you WANT to look & feel like. 
Re-create your ideal life with powerful exercises & personalized tools to help

make it happen for you. 

 
"I am a German expat living in the US and wanted to try coaching

because I am transitioning from a Corporate 9-5 life to
entrepreneurship. Andrea was incredibly helpful in finding my path

and gaining confidence for this very challenging journey. I love that she
always asks the right questions, leading me to answers and solutions

that I would have otherwise never found. Her coaching was valuable to
me and finally set me up for success."

N. Jay
 

"I had the opportunity to come to know Andrea and have her guide me
during an EFT session recently.I found Andrea to be passionate about

helping people and she quickly worked with me to understand the 
 process of EFT, and how it could help me with my limiting beliefs, and

began the process of unblocking my energy. Her way of asking
questions to understand the underlying feelings and emotions was

effective and we were able to have a breakthrough that allowed me to
move forward. I highly recommend working with Andrea on any areas

in your life where you seek to improve and progress.”
D . Carrol

 
"As an American living and working between Austria and Germany, I
sought Andrea's services to help me perform better at work. I love

Andrea's style and approach to coaching. She was very friendly,
patient, and calm with me during our sessions. She helped to peel back

layers, remove negative thinking patterns and get to the point of the
matter to a problem that I wasn't initially aware I had. Her techniques

in helping to build up confidence in the workplace, especially when
being a woman and working with older German men with traditional

thinking, has definitely helped me in my career advancements."
Chrissy Q. 

Testimonials



Andrea Hunt 

About me
I am a supportive motivator
as a coach, and I've always
loved being around people
from all over the world. 

 I help people understand
gain self-awareness so they
can figure out what's keeping
them stuck, which limiting
beliefs hold them back, or
what emotional meets are
not getting met so they can
understand how to create
better boundaries and
standards in their
relationships. I help empower
people to get to where they
want to be. 

In particular, I can help you
when you're at that point of
saying 'Enough!' - I want
something better!

www.dreahunt.com


